Not inertia but reconfiguration: Asymmetric switch cost in a hierarchical task.
Numerous studies have investigated asymmetric switch cost between different types of tasks. However, the underlying neural mechanism of asymmetric switch cost in a hierarchical task remains unknown. In the present study, we used a representation-nested paradigm and defined three hierarchical levels of number comparison. Participants were required to switch between different levels according to the color of the stimuli. Behavioral result showed a longer response time in the upward switch (from the lower level to the middle level) than in the downward switch (from the higher level to the middle level). The event related potential results showed that (1) a larger N2 was elicited by the upward switch, which reflects the response inhibition process; and (2) the sustained potential component was most negative for the upward switch and least negative for the repeat condition, thereby reflecting the different degrees of reconfiguration of task set. The reverse asymmetric switch cost in the hierarchical task was explained using task-set reconfiguration theory and related to the activation of the left frontal region.